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FIRST-HALF REVENUE UP 7.5% AT €5.9 MILLION 
 
Paris, July 22, 2013 – StreamWIDE (FR0010528059 – ALSTW), the specialist in next generation, value-added telephony 
solutions for telecom carriers, announces a 7.5% increase in revenue compared with the first half of 2012. Revenue 
thus totaled €5.9 million and breaks down as follows:  
 
 

in € thousands HY 2013 % revenue HY 2012 % revenue Variation (K€) Variation %

TOTAL REVENUE 5 920 5 506 414 7,5%

Licence revenue 2 902 49% 2 472 45% 430 17%

Maintenance revenue 1 652 28% 1 321 24% 331 25%

Service revenue 874 15% 749 14% 125 17%

Third-party sales revenue 492 8% 964 18% -472 -49%

France revenue 2 839 48% 2 226 40% 613 27,5%

Export revenue 3 081 52% 3 280 60% -199 -6%

 
 
 

Increase in revenue  
 

Group revenue increased by €0.4 million over the first half of 2013. All of the Group’s structural revenue categories 
increased over the period. Only third-party sales slipped back, because of a negative base effect vis-à-vis the first half 
of 2012, when significant third-party license sales were recorded with a French client. 
 

License sales improved (+17%), notably following 2 major orders (one in France and the other in the UK) received at the 
end of 2012 and deployed during the first half of 2013. These 2 orders concerned voice-messaging systems. 
 

Maintenance revenue continued to record structural growth (+25%) as a result of ever-increasing installed bases in 
terms of both the number of platforms and the volumes generated per platform (sizeable impact of the swap carried 
out with a French client in 2012). Furthermore, with some guarantee periods reaching expiration, new maintenance 
flows on platforms already in production are also being taken into account compared with previous periods. This trend 
should continue in coming months. 
 

Service revenue was up 17% over the period, although the growth in terms of absolute value remained limited (+€0.1 
million). This increase mainly came from clients in the UK and the Americas, where services associated with capacity 
extensions, installations or software updates were delivered.  
 

The third-party sales recorded over the first half of 2013 essentially concerned IT equipment acquired and then sold on 
to a North American client, within the framework of the deployment of a prepaid platform. 
 

The split in revenue between “France” and “Export” was more balanced over the period, compared with the end of 
2012. This was due to considerable license sales in France over the first half of 2013 on the one hand, and by a major 
contract recorded in South America in the second half of 2012, which significantly impacted and doped “Export” 
revenue in 2012, on the other. 
 

The number of clients increased from 89 to 98 over the last six months, reflecting the Group’s ability, in a difficult 
economic and competitive context, to continually gain market share.  
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Outlook 
 
Although the first half of this year was satisfactory in terms of revenue, few significant orders were recorded, notably 
over the second quarter of 2013, which will subsequently affect our forecasts for the second half of the year. The 
current global economic context is causing telecom operators to be increasingly cautious, thus extending the sales 
cycle. This fact, along with a negative base effect for the second half of 2013 compared with the same half of 2012 (H2 
2012 saw a sharp upturn in revenue, notably as a result of the sizeable South American contract, non recurrent by 
nature), should weigh on second half revenue and thus on 2013 annual revenue. 
 
Furthermore, the substantial investments and efforts carried out by the Group in recent months regarding the 
development of the “SmartMSTM” product are now enabling it to record much interest, just months after this new 
product was first presented. Although no firm orders have yet been received, negatively impacting the Group’s 
operating margin, the end of 2013 could see the first revenue associated with this innovative offer with substantial 
value added. 
 
Within a difficult economic context resulting in a slowdown in sales activity since the second quarter of 2013, the 
Group must be cautious regarding its annual revenue trend in 2013 compared with last year. However, major and 
significant projects are currently being discussed and/or negotiated. Their successful conclusion in the next few months 
could allow the Group to foresee a further substantial increase in its revenue in 2014. The growth driver that 
“SmartMSTM” potentially represents could also further strengthen this trend. 
 
 

Next financial press release: H1 2013 results on September 23, 2013 
 

 

About StreamWIDE (Alternext Paris: ALSTW) 
 

An established leader for value-added telephony services, StreamWIDE assists worldwide operators and service providers in shaping their 
telephony multimedia services innovation. From core network solutions to mobile and web apps, StreamWIDE delivers on-premise or 
cloud-based, end-to-end, carrier-grade, IP-based VAS solutions in the areas of voice messaging, virtual numbers and telephony for social 
networks, convergent charging, conferencing, call center services, ringback tones and IVR. 
 
Operating from France, the USA, China, Romania, Tunisia, Austria, Russia, Argentina, Singapore, Indonesia, Australia and South Africa, 
StreamWIDE deploys dedicated local teams to provide delivery services, support, and assistance to each customer as they navigate their 
chosen path toward differentiation and increased profitability. 
 

StreamWIDE is listed on Alternext Paris (NYSE Euronext) - FR0010528059 – ALSTW. 
 

For further information, go to www.streamwide.com or visit our Twitter or LinkedIn pages 
 

  

 

Listed on Alternext Paris, a NYSE Euronext group market 
ISIN: FR0010528059 - Ticker: ALSTW 

 

StreamWIDE is an OSEO-Anvar “innovative company”, 
and is eligible for inclusion in “FCPI” (venture capital trusts dedicated to innovation).  

 

 
 

Contacts 
 
StreamWIDE                               NewCap. 
Pascal Béglin / Olivier Truelle                                                   Financial communication agency 
CEO / CFO                                                          Louis-Victor Delouvrier / Emmanuel Huynh 
Tel: +33 (0)1 70 08 51 00                                               Tel: +33 (0)1 44 71 98 53 
investisseur@streamwide.com                                                       streamwide@newcap.fr 
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